PRESS RELEASE

SIPO Proposes To Amend Rules On Administrative Enforcement Of Patent Rights

Beijing, China – Oct 28, 2010

The State Intellectual Property Office (SIPO) has initiated a consultation on the "Draft Amendments to the Rules on Administrative Enforcement of Patent Rights (Consultative Draft)". It is proposed that the Draft Amendments will govern patent authorities' administrative enforcement of patent rights, including handling disputes over patent infringements, mediation of disputes over patent rights and handling false patent cases. Applications for mediation of disputes over patent rights must be made in writing. The authorities shall have the jurisdiction over false patent cases which take place within their administrative regions. The Draft Amendments also specify the power of the patent authorities to collect evidence in handling disputes over patent infringements and false patent cases.

Lehman, Lee & Xu is a prominent Chinese corporate law firm and trademark and patent agency with offices in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Hong Kong, Macau, and Mongolia. The firm is managed by Mr. Edward Lehman who is a long-time China resident, and is recognized as a leading expert on corporate law with 21 years of practice experience in Mainland China.

For more information about the firm, please visit our website at www.lehmanlaw.com or call in at 010-85321919.